WE’VE GOT CLOUD COVERED.
Cloud Computing offers organisations a cost effective, scalable solution to on demand computing and IT services such as software-as-a-service, platform-as-a-service and infrastructure-as-a-service. It enables an increase in agility, speed and IT performance whilst simultaneously lowering traditional IT costs, and by doing so gives organisations brand new opportunities to service, sell to and grow their customers.

As a direct result of these benefits there has been an exponential rise in demand for Cloud Computing. Consequently we have also seen a sharp rise in demand to help individuals and organisations develop their skills around Cloud.

So, whether it is a single person, an entire team or an executive level programme, we are sure to have your Cloud training needs covered.

QA.COM/CLOUD
Personal learning, whatever the scale

At QA we never forget that training isn’t an end in itself, it’s a means to achieve better performance. That is why, no matter what the scale, we design every course to bring lasting benefits to the individual and back to their workplace.

Through our comprehensive Cloud curriculum, unique relationships with the world-leading Cloud platform providers and the UK’s largest team of fully-accredited Cloud trainers, QA offer individuals and organisations the most effective way to gain the right skills in Cloud Computing.
At QA we pride ourselves on providing the highest quality Cloud Computing training. Delivered by expert, fully-accredited trainers, working closely with Cloud platform providers ensures the ultimate learning experience.

In addition and to make this learning really stick, all our Cloud courses have an interactive hands-on approach, allowing learners to immediately put into practice all the theory.

As the UK’s most experienced Amazon Web Services Authorised Training Partner (ATP), a Microsoft Gold Learning Partner, a winner of ‘Worldwide Learning Partner of the Year’ and a Premier Google Cloud Partner, our unrivalled relationship together with our learning expertise ensure you maximise the benefits from Cloud.

MAXIMISE THE BENEFITS OF CLOUD COMPUTING...

COST-EFFECTIVE  FLEXIBLE  SECURE
FASTER  COLLABORATIVE  SCALABLE

...THROUGH CLOUD TRAINING WITH QA
WE'VE GOT CLOUD TRAINING COVERED, WHEREVER YOU ARE IN YOUR JOURNEY.

The question isn't "Are you moving to the Cloud?"

it's "WHEN are you moving to the Cloud?"

CONSIDERING
MIGRATING
MAXIMISING
CERTIFICATIONS

WE'VE GOT CLOUD TRAINING COVERED, WHEREVER YOU ARE IN YOUR JOURNEY.
SKILLS FOR WHEREVER YOU ARE IN YOUR JOURNEY TO THE CLOUD

Gain expertise and certifications in Cloud Computing.

CONSIDERING THE CLOUD

MIGRATING TO THE CLOUD

MAXIMISING YOUR CLOUD

CLOUD CERTIFICATIONS

INTRODUCTORY LEVEL COURSES

Platform Specific Courses

QA Authored

Microsoft Azure

QA Authored

Google Cloud

COURSES SHOWING NEW FEATURES

INFRASTRUCTURE AND DEPLOYMENT COURSES

MAXIMISING CLOUD COURSES

Platform Specific Courses

MAXIMISING CLOUD COURSES

END USER COURSES

PLATFORM SPECIFIC COURSES

END USER COURSES

SUPPORTING COURSES

AQS.COM/CLOUD

MAXIMISING CLOUD COURSES

AMAZON WEB SERVICES

MICROSOFT AZURE

GOOGLE CLOUD PLATFORM

VMWARE

RED HAT

CLOUD

For a full list of courses visit

QA.COM/CLOUD

With over 4,000 Cloud Computing courses delivered annually we have more experience and expertise than any other provider.

All our Cloud courses are regularly updated and refreshed to ensure delegates learn about the very latest releases, features and benefits.
Introductory Level
Platform specific courses that cover the fundamentals.

These are specific courses for the leading Cloud Computing providers which will introduce the features and benefits of Cloud Computing to your business.

We offer a range of fully-accredited Cloud Computing training courses from the leading Cloud providers such as Amazon Web Services, Microsoft Azure and Google Cloud Platform.

These courses are delivered by experts, accredited by Cloud platform providers, providing the highest possible standards.

Introductory Level
QA Authored courses that cover the fundamentals.

At QA we want to ensure everything is in place before making your transition to a Cloud platform.

QA Authored courses are designed by our Cloud experts to complement the courses offered by the leading Cloud platform providers to develop skills that are immediately applicable in the workplace.

They are all based upon proven learning methodologies, providing an in-depth and hands-on approach with a focus on real-world applications. QA Authored Cloud courses are guaranteed to be:

• Designed and delivered by world-leading experts and learning professionals
• Up-to-date with the latest innovations in technology and practices
• Always of the highest quality
• Effective with an immediate impact.

QA Authored
Courses showing New Features

These Cloud platform specific courses will provide information for those looking to ensure a successful transition to Cloud Computing services and how to use Cloud platforms effectively.

These courses are perfect for those who have chosen their Cloud platform provider as they detail the latest features, benefits and developments. These courses also outline the advantages of using their Cloud platform and the best ways to align your Cloud strategy and business objectives.

Infrastructure and Deployment Courses

Essential for customising your Cloud solution, these hands-on specific courses cover the fundamentals of their platform with a hands-on approach which enables you to put into practice the theory you have learnt on the specific platforms. These courses enable learners to implement, design and deploy the Cloud solution.

These courses are essential for those who have chosen a Cloud provider and are migrating to the Cloud.

End-user Courses

Get the knowledge on the leading Cloud based business applications. From using Google Drive to Skype for Business, QA can support you in your transition over to Cloud applications. These courses are about getting the very most from the applications and helping organisations benefit from the technology through mobile working, collaboration and productivity.
Courses Showing New Features

These platform specific courses provide the skills required to maximise your Cloud solution ensuring you’re getting the most from the platform and enhancing efficiency. These courses are essential for learning about the latest Cloud Computing developments and how to maximise use of your Cloud platform.

Courses to Maximise Usage

These specialist courses help develop the skills to get more from your Cloud platform, including Big Data, Advanced Architecting and DevOps Engineering. These are advanced courses to help learners get the most from their chosen Cloud platform, by maximising efficiency and optimising their Cloud Computing environment.

Platform Specific Courses

We offer a wide range of fully accredited Cloud Computing courses which will enable you to further maximise your Cloud solution. These courses are platform specific and are delivered by our accredited trainers to provide you with the highest possible standards in training. These are advanced courses for those who are looking to gain skills that enable individuals to configure, manage and fully exploit their chosen Cloud platform.

End-user Courses

Get the knowledge on the leading Cloud based business applications. From using Google Drive to Skype for Business, QA can support you in your transition over to Cloud applications. These courses are about getting the very most from the applications and helping organisations benefit from the technology through mobile working, collaboration and productivity.
Cloud certifications validate a learner’s Cloud Computing skills by providing an internationally recognised qualification from the major Cloud vendors.

Amazon Web Services
AWS Certifications are designed for individuals who demonstrate industry recognised knowledge, skills and proficiency in AWS. As the UK’s most experienced training partner, the path to AWS certification could not be simpler. Through our unique ‘Certifications in a Box’ approach, delegates benefit from having the course, exam voucher and exam preparation workshop for one convenient and effective training package.
QA.COM/AWS

Microsoft Azure
By gaining a Microsoft certification you are proving your expertise in managing and implementing Microsoft Cloud Computing technologies. Our dedicated Microsoft trainers are here to help and support every learner through their learning journey to achieve this internationally recognised certification.
QA.COM/AZURE

Red Hat
By getting Red Hat certified with QA, you will demonstrate you have the industry recognised skills and knowledge to create, deploy and manage virtualization solutions.
QA.COM/REDHAT

VMware
VMware have a wide range of certifications available for professionals. Our VMware certifications include Cloud Management, Cloud Infrastructure and Cloud Design at Associate and Professional levels and at QA we have vast experience in assisting learners achieve their certification.
QA.COM/VMWARE

Google Cloud Platform (GCP)
By becoming Google Certified at Professional or Associate level, develops and demonstrates expertise in designing, developing, managing and administering application infrastructure and data on GCP.
QA.COM/GOOGLECLOUD

Salesforce
With a Salesforce certification you will validate your knowledge and will get recognised for your expertise in Salesforce.
QA.COM/SALESFORCE

CLOUD CERTIFICATIONS
AUTHORIZED TRAINING PARTNER
Supporting Courses

Deploying the Cloud is often part of a wider change programme that requires a more diverse range of skills. In addition to our Cloud Computing training, QA also provides a comprehensive catalogue of courses to assist with delivery of Cloud technology and wider change programmes.

- **PROJECT MANAGEMENT**
  Well-structured project management is essential in order to ensure the change is delivered on time, to scope and in budget.
  QA.COM/PPM

- **DEVOPS**
  Master the DevOps' methodology. Includes DevOps courses specifically designed to assist with developing in a Cloud technology environment.
  QA.COM/DEVOPS

- **CYBER SECURITY**
  Minimising risk is even more of a business critical issue when dealing with Cloud platforms.
  QA.COM/CYBER

- **BUSINESS APPLICATION**
  Increase productivity and efficiency by mastering your desktop applications.
  QA.COM/OFFICEAPPS

- **CHANGE MANAGEMENT**
  Manage the risk of migration and large scale change programs through highly effective change management leadership.
  QA.COM/LEADERSHIP

- **AGILE**
  Develop and deliver at speed in a Cloud based environment.
  QA.COM/AGILE

- **VIRTUALISATION AND STORAGE SYSTEMS**
  Achieve IT goals through the skills needed to design, deploy and manage solutions.
  QA.COM/VS

- **DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION**
  The skills, processes and culture required to deliver digital transformation.
  QA.COM/DT
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We’ve Got Cloud Covered

Skills for the Digital Age

Digital Transformation Skills

#SkillsfortheDigitalAge
Unique relationships with the leading Cloud platform providers

Amazon Web Services

We are the most experienced AWS training partner in the UK with the largest number of AWS accredited trainers on hand to help develop AWS skills.

Our unrivalled partnership with Amazon Web Services enables us to develop, deliver and rapidly update our AWS training, enabling our customers to gain the very latest skills whenever they are required.

QA.COM/AWS

Microsoft Azure

QA is the largest provider of Microsoft training courses in the UK, with two in every three people who train on the Microsoft Official Curriculum being trained by us.

We are proud to have been awarded with the Microsoft Worldwide Learning Partner of the Year Award for providing innovative Azure training solutions. In 2015 we became the first training provider worldwide to deliver Windows 10 training courses and we continue to deliver that ‘first to market’ approach to ensure our customers have access to the very latest training.

QA.COM/AZURE

Steve Brennan
of QA receiving the Microsoft Worldwide Learning Partner of the Year Award
Unique relationships with the leading Cloud platform providers

Google Cloud Platform

QA is the first UK Company to have certified and accredited trainers with access to latest authorised Google Cloud training content.

QA has a team of certified trainers dedicated to providing a fully supported learning experience. Our courses include technical skills and best practice.

QA.COM/GOOGLECLOUD

Google Cloud

We have recently become the UK’s first training Partner, offering a curriculum of authorised training delivered by certified trainers.

QA.COM/SALESFORCE

We are Oracle's largest global training partner and the only UK partner able to provide a comprehensive Oracle training curriculum.

All our Oracle trainers are fully accredited by Oracle to deliver a course portfolio that covers the entire Oracle stack, from Applications through to Virtualisation.

QA.COM/ORACLE

As with all our courses, we work hard to ensure our VMware courses are relevant, effective and engaging – and delivered by VMware experts. QA has 10 VMware Certified Instructors (VCI’s) allowing us to run more courses, more often.

QA.COM/VMWARE

We have been the UK partner for over 10 years, providing the most comprehensive Red Hat training curriculum available in the UK.

QA.COM/REDHAT

We are proud to be a Microsoft Gold Learning Partner.

We provide a full range of Microsoft Official Curriculum Cloud courses plus a specialist suite of QA Authored Tech IT and Office 365 courses.

QA.COM/OFFICE365
Experts in Cloud, experts in learning

Daniel Ives
Principal Technologist

Rob Blincoe
Principal Technologist

Paul Gregory
Principal Technologist

Mark Crump
Principal Technologist

Gary Mobey
Principal Technologist

The highest quality instructors, the highest standard in training.

Trainer Expertise
Relevant, real-world experience. Awarded and accredited in leading Cloud technologies.

QA Authored
Our unique QA Authored courses bridge the gap between the theory in Cloud technologies and real-world expertise.

Business Training Solutions
Whether it’s a single course or a complete onsite programme QA deliver the most effective Public scheduled & bespoke Cloud training.

Experts in Training
With over 30 years experience our expertise in training is unrivaled.

Learning Facilities
20+ training centres across the UK. Attend courses in a classroom or online.

Flexible Learning
Digital and classrooms training solutions that allow our customers to learn anywhere, any time, any way.

We also have over 20 trainers dedicated to teaching Cloud computing skills.
Achieving best value with the QA Skills Licence

A QA Skills Licence is a pre-paid training credit that gives you better value for money on your training spend. It also provides you with the tools to monitor your training budget and a dedicated account team to ensure you get more from your budget.

The QA Skills Licence is much more than access to the best training courses at the best price - it is a full service solution that will provide best value for you and your organisation.

QA.COM/SKILLSLICENCE
No one builds better experts

Our unique QA Authored courses bridge the gap between theory and real-world expertise in Cloud Computing.

The vast experience of our 250 training experts, combined with our broad product knowledge and close industry relationships, allow us to create truly exceptional courses that go far beyond learning just about features or frameworks.

A QA Authored course helps you gain mastery and solve business problems, with cross-product knowledge and real-world solutions.

Within the Cloud Computing portfolio QA experts are continuously hand writing new courses to complement training we deliver from leading platform providers.

[QA.COM/CLOUD]
Skills and talent solutions for the digital age

In addition to our training and development in Cloud Computing, QA provides organisations with talent solutions through our Apprenticeships and Consulting.

These Divisions enable organisations to rapidly deploy specific, highly skilled resources (through our Consulting division) and future proof their talent needs (through our Apprenticeships and Higher Education divisions).

For full details of these services please visit the following websites or call us on 0345 074 7978.

QA.COM/APPRENTICESHIPS
QA.COM/CONSULTING
QAHIGHEREDUCATION.COM
Don’t just take our word for it

QA were fully supportive of my needs and as a result, I have pushed over 50 people through AWS Essentials, Architecture and Systems Operations training courses. This is a testament to the professional services that I have been given by QA, its excellent course materials and expert knowledge.

Dave delivered the course brilliantly. Thank you very much for providing a really useful and pleasant course. Better preparation and more time spent on the course. The extra examples Gareth gave in this course helped out a lot and didn’t just read out from the slides, he gave the examples whilst going through the slides to get a better understanding. It will help my colleagues upgrade our Lynn top at my current job and will be useful but a good few weeks of practice during the course would be able to implement the lessons learnt. Very enjoyable course. Would definitely recommend Mark as a trainer. This course has bolstered my knowledge on core AD DS and will help me do my job more effectively.

As a Contractor one has to be able to supply the right skills to the market at the right time. This will help me a lot. I have learned so much! Lots of new techniques and hints and tips learned that will help with my day job. Brilliant Excellent course, many thanks Vanessa was great! thanks. I started with no knowledge and have come away far more knowledgeable. Thanks for sharing your experience with us Excellent content and speaker, good environment too.

Dave delivered the course brilliantly. Thank you very much for providing a really useful and pleasant course. Better preparation and more time spent on the course. The extra examples Gareth gave in this course helped out a lot and didn’t just read out from the slides, he gave the examples whilst going through the slides to get a better understanding. It will help my colleagues upgrade our Lynn top at my current job and will be useful but a good few weeks of practice during the course would be able to implement the lessons learnt. Very enjoyable course. Would definitely recommend Mark as a trainer. This course has bolstered my knowledge on core AD DS and will help me do my job more effectively.

As a Contractor one has to be able to supply the right skills to the market at the right time. This will help me a lot. I have learned so much! Lots of new techniques and hints and tips learned that will help with my day job. Brilliant Excellent course, many thanks Vanessa was great! thanks. I started with no knowledge and have come away far more knowledgeable. Thanks for sharing your experience with us Excellent content and speaker, good environment too.
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Learn anywhere, any time, any way

Modern organisations need modern ways to learn, combining our UK-wide training centres with the latest methods in online learning, means we can offer you more convenient, more accessible and more effective ways to learn.

**INSTRUCTOR LED CLASSROOM**

- In our 20+ UK wide training centres
- Instructor led classroom training
- On your premises
- Join classrooms training remotely via attend from anywhere

**ONLINE LEARNING**

- Interactive self-paced online e-learning
- Full certification paths through our online academies
- The complete virtual classroom

**BLENDED SOLUTIONS**

- Classroom and digital blended learning solutions
- Performance based learning - digital learning meets facilitated classrooms meets social learning

**WE’VE GOT CLOUD COVERED**

- Supporting courses
- Unique relationships
- Experts
- Skills licence

**PERSONAL LEARNING**

- What we offer
- Skills

**WHAT WE OFFER**

- We’ve got cloud covered
- Personal learning
- Supporting courses
- Unique relationships
- Experts
- Skills licence
Need help or advice about Cloud training?

CALL US ON

0345 074 7978

VISIT

QA.COM/CLOUD

or drop in to one of our national centres.
To talk to us about your Cloud Computing training needs, please call

0345 074 7978

For a list of our latest courses please visit

QA.COM/CLOUD
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